The land use and land cover (LUC) of the Zêzere watershed (Portugal) have undergone major changes in recent decades, with the increase of artificial surfaces. This trend is quantified in some studies, but the probability of the increase of this type of LUC, nor the places where the next transitions or land use/cover changes (LUCC) for artificial surfaces will have high probability of occurrence has not yet been assessed. This research presents an evaluation of these two aspects, by means of bivariate statistical models (fuzzy logic and information value) and environmental data. The artificialization probability by sectors within the same watershed is also evaluated, to further understand which areas will require greater attention, taking into account the environmental conditions favorable to the occurrence of this process and bearing in mind the conditions under which this process took place in the past. The results obtained using these models were assessed independently, through curves of success, noting that the modeling through the fuzzy gamma presents slightly better efficiency in determining the probability of artificialization surfaces in the study area. The area with the highest probability of artificialization is mostly located in the SW of this watershed, but high probabilities are also present in the upstream sector, being those areas that require further preventive measures once they have influence on the water quality and quantity in the main reservoirs of this watershed.
The Artificialization of Surfaces and Their Assessment
Urban growth has been evaluated in different territories around the world, considering the spatiotemporal aspect, as well as the factors that induced it [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Other studies have emerged in the context of land use and land cover changes (LUCC) to assess where the soils are being converted into artificial surfaces [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , especially when there is loss of soils essential for the development of agricultural practices, or the conversion of forest areas. These processes have multiple socio-economic and environmental impacts [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In this sense, the determination of driving forces (socio-economic, environmental, or other) that are the cause of LUCC is fundamental to understand the factors that induced them and for the creation of measures aimed at the sustainability of land use [15, 17] . Some studies demonstrating the links between driving forces and LUCC have appeared recently, also quantifying how much each factor represents to the observed changes [13, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this watershed, since 1990, the artificial surfaces areas increased, particularly in the sub-class discontinuous urban fabric (Table 1 ). This increase in dispersed artificial surfaces carries greater economic and financial burden, associated in particular with the construction of basic infrastructures The watershed was divided into three sectors ( Figure 1 ): two of them based on the location of the main reservoirs (A and B) and one based on the sub-basins without reservoirs (C). The objective of this division areas is to assess the differences in the probability of artificialization: initially within the watershed, considered as a whole, with the selected statistical models, and later to evaluate and differentiate, spatially, this probability between the different watershed sectors and their behavior when compared to the whole watershed results.
In this watershed, since 1990, the artificial surfaces areas increased, particularly in the sub-class discontinuous urban fabric (Table 1 ). This increase in dispersed artificial surfaces carries greater economic and financial burden, associated in particular with the construction of basic infrastructures (roads, sewage systems, drinking water, power supply, etc.). Here there are also records of environmental disturbances, particularly at the level of domestic waste and water treatment, confirming a deficiency in this area. In the watershed upstream sector (A) it is located the Estrela mountain (Serra da Estrela). Here the hillsides with slopes exceeding 20% are one of the constraints to urbanization and, thus, the location of major cities and towns is primarily in locations with lower altitude and reduced slope. The Cabril dam is located in this sector of the watershed; an important infrastructure for public water supply.
Sector B comprises the Castelo de Bode reservoir, this area being mainly occupied by scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation associations, resulting mainly from large forest transitions that occurred between 1990 and 2012. This sector also comprises hillsides with slopes exceeding 20%.
The geomorphology of the downstream sector (Sector C) is totally different from the upstream sectors, i.e., the relief is more flat, and was one of the factors that facilitated the urban settlement (e.g., Tomar City). This sector is also characterized by other factors, such as soil characteristics, favorable to the development of agricultural practices, high sun exposure, higher temperature, proximity to water courses, and proximity to railways connecting the area with larger urban areas, like Lisbon, among others. Nevertheless, this is the most relevant sector within the Zêzere watershed once it includes the most relevant water catchment within the Portuguese drinking water supply infrastructure.
The artificial surfaces increase at this watershed occurred in areas very close to the major urban centers within the watershed (Tomar, Fátima, and Covilhã). The analysis of the geographical dispersion of the artificial surfaces (from data of the CLC) found that the new areas have emerged as the expansion of existing ones, particularly on the periphery of the main larger conurbations (Figure 2 ). It was also found that the largest increase in artificial surfaces occurred until the year 2000, within less than 5 km of the urban centers previously referred.
The artificial surfaces increase at this watershed occurred in areas very close to the major urban centers within the watershed (Tomar, Fátima, and Covilhã). The analysis of the geographical dispersion of the artificial surfaces (from data of the CLC) found that the new areas have emerged as the expansion of existing ones, particularly on the periphery of the main larger conurbations ( Figure  2 ). It was also found that the largest increase in artificial surfaces occurred until the year 2000, within less than 5 km of the urban centers previously referred. 
Data, Tools, and Methods

Statistical Methods and Validation
The areas with higher probability of artificialization were determined using fuzzy logic [47] and information value [48] methods. This last methodology was adapted to the study of surface artificialization probability. In these methods it is assumed that a particular phenomenon that occurred in a given territory has a probability to happen in the future under the same conditions under which it occurred in the past [42, [49] [50] [51] .
For the determination of information value, first we calculated a priori and conditional probabilities. This methodology was presented in Meneses and Zêzere et al. [42, 52] . After calculating these probabilities, we used the following equation to determine the information value [48] :
In Equation (1), I i is the information value; CPji is the conditional probability of surface artificialization on class i of the thematic map j; and Pp is the a priori probability of occurrence of surface artificialization.
In assessing the final probability of surfaces artificialization, i.e., integrate information values of all independent variables, we considered the following equation:
In Equation (2), I j is the total information value of pixel j, I i is the information value of each pixel of each independent variable, n is the number of variables, X ij assumes the value 1 or 0 depending on the presence or not of the variable in the field unit.
The fuzzy logic methodology, developed by Zadeh [53] , admits the variation between 0 and 1 (or 0 and 100%) of an existing element in a given set, this being expressed by a fuzzy membership value. According to Bonham-Carter [47] , the assignment of values of fuzzy membership to every variable is typically made from the subjective evaluation (expert opinion) of their importance in the model, so it is considered an heuristic method. However, in this study, the fuzzy membership values were assigned objectively to each class of independent variables, i.e., its importance was calculated in proportion to each calculated conditional probability. The maximum value of all of the independent variables was determined and, from this, for each class, the respective fuzzy membership value was calculated as the result of dividing the respective conditional probability by the maximum value found earlier.
Among the various operators for combining fuzzy membership values, we used the fuzzy gamma operator, because this combines two operators [47] : sum and algebraic product. The Fuzzy gamma operator uses the following equation [47] :
In Equation (3), µ i is the fuzzy association values (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n) for the variables 1, 2, 3, . . . , n; n corresponds to the number of variables considered, and y the parameter set by the operator.
The geographic information of the artificial surfaces considered in this study is the result of the CLC for the years 1990 and 2012 (level 2), comprising approximately 5978 and 8588 ha, respectively. The GI of the first year (dependent variable) was used for modeling with the methods presented earlier; and the GI for the last year was used for validation of the results, considering in this procedure only the artificial surfaces that have emerged between the two years (approximately 2610 ha). By applying this procedure, we want to know if the artificial surfaces of 2012 coincide with the areas with the highest probability of artificialization obtained by the models previously described.
The process used for the validation of results included the elaboration of success curves and the measurement of the area under the curve (AUC), according to the methodology described by Meneses [42] and Tehrany et al. [43] . This method of validation enables the evaluation of the robustness of the models presented for the determination of artificial surfaces probabilities.
In the analysis of the results the sectors A, B, and C ( Figure 1 ) were distinguished in order to determine the possible differences between the results of the two models on the probability of artificialization surface within the same watershed.
The importance of each independent variable in the process of artificialization for each sector was also determined, in order to understand what the spatial influence of each predisposition factor in the development of this process is. In this procedure the accountability (A I ) and reliability (R I ) indexes [42, 54] were determined using Equations (4) and (5) . A I explains how various classes of predisposition factors are relevant in the analysis because they contain artificial surfaces, while R I depends on the average density of artificial surfaces in classes of predisposition factors most relevant to the development of this process.
In Equations (4) and (5), A I is the accountability index; R I is the reliability index; k is the area of artificial surfaces in classes with values of conditioned probabilities superior to a priori probabilities; N is the total area of artificial surfaces; y the area of each class of independent variable with conditioned probability above the a priori probability.
Data Collection and Tools
The GI themes considered in this research are diversified ( Figure 3) . Cartography of the Portuguese Environment Agency (soil maps, insolation, humidity, temperature, and precipitation), available online, was used. The LULC considered is the CLC data produced by the Portuguese General Directorate for Territorial Development. Due to the similarity between the spatial geological units and the soil types, we opted to use only this last variable.
added to ArcGIS 10.2.
In order to verify that the artificialization surface probabilities obtained from the year 1990 (CLC data) have sequences 10 years later, we also calculated the probabilities for the year 2000. With these results we intended to check the correspondence between the two years (similar odds for the same class of independent variables) so as to enhance the use of the information of 2012 in the context of the models adopted. 
Results and Analyses
Conditioned Probabilities of Artificialization Surfaces in the Zêzere Watershed
Each class of independent variables considered in this study presents a different probability of surface artificialization ( Table 2 ). The flat surfaces are those that have a higher probability (higher conditional probabilities) in the variable Aspect, a fact confirmed also in the variable Slope (greater in weak slopes); for hillshade, with records varying between 0 and 300, the most influential is the class 150-200; also with high probability are the surfaces with higher humidity, insolation, and temperature. The distance to water bodies and watercourses is also one factor that conditions the surface artificialization, where the 4-5 km buffer in DWBW has the highest probability (CPji AS 1990 in Table 2 ), due to the total artificial surface included in it. However, the artificial surface is high along water courses (up to 1 km vicinity), revealing a pattern in the preference for these surfaces for the location of infrastructures (housing, industrial complexes, etc.). The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) reveals that the surfaces with lower values are the ones that have less probability of artificialization. Variables derived from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the GMES RDA project (EU-DEM) made available by the European Environment Agency, were also used, in particular the slope, aspect, and hillshade. These variables derived from the DEM also calculated the topographic wetness index-TWI [55] .
In addition to this GI, the distance to water bodies and watercourses (DWBW) was also obtained, to assess the influence of their location on the surface artificialization that occurred over the last two decades, since the vicinity of the main reservoirs in the Zêzere watershed [46] was subject to an increase in housing developments.
All collected GI was harmonized and manipulated in the Geographic Information Systems (GIS), using the software ArcGIS 10.2 and ILWIS 3.4. The GI of the variables in vector structure was converted to raster (pixel 10ˆ10 m) for carrying out the various processing procedures. The selection of this resolution was the result of several geoinformation conversion tests, where different modeling resolutions were tested in this research, and it was found that the results of the adopted resolution are similar to those obtained using data with higher resolution. After several vector-to-raster conversions, the resolution considered is the one that allows better results in the determination of artificialization probabilities, since the surface loses a lot of information in the process of generalization that occurs during data conversion, in particular in the conversion of LUC, where small buildings were not considered in the modeling due to the pixel size (e.g., 20 mˆ20 m = 400 m 2 ), and some of the buildings that appeared during the period under evaluation are also not included in the validation process.
For the intersection of the variables presented in Figure 3 we used only ArcGIS 10.2. This software was also used for determining the areas with greater probability of artificialization. On the fuzzification of fuzzy membership values we used the Spatial Data Modeler (ArcSDM), module added to ArcGIS 10.2.
In order to verify that the artificialization surface probabilities obtained from the year 1990 (CLC data) have sequences 10 years later, we also calculated the probabilities for the year 2000. With these results we intended to check the correspondence between the two years (similar odds for the same class of independent variables) so as to enhance the use of the information of 2012 in the context of the models adopted.
Results and Analyses
Conditioned Probabilities of Artificialization Surfaces in the Zêzere Watershed
Each class of independent variables considered in this study presents a different probability of surface artificialization ( Table 2 ). The flat surfaces are those that have a higher probability (higher conditional probabilities) in the variable Aspect, a fact confirmed also in the variable Slope (greater in weak slopes); for hillshade, with records varying between 0 and 300, the most influential is the class 150-200; also with high probability are the surfaces with higher humidity, insolation, and temperature. The distance to water bodies and watercourses is also one factor that conditions the surface artificialization, where the 4-5 km buffer in DWBW has the highest probability (CPji AS 1990 in Table 2 ), due to the total artificial surface included in it. However, the artificial surface is high along water courses (up to 1 km vicinity), revealing a pattern in the preference for these surfaces for the location of infrastructures (housing, industrial complexes, etc.). The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) reveals that the surfaces with lower values are the ones that have less probability of artificialization.
For calculating the information value, the a priori probability (probability to find artificial surfaces) should be also calculated, which is 0.012. This value results from the division of the total area of artificial surfaces by the total area of each independent variable.
The relationship (coefficient of determination-R 2 ) between the conditional probabilities obtained from information of artificial surfaces of 1990/2000 is high for most independent variables (Figure 4) , with the exception of DWBW, where it was observed a significant increase of artificial surfaces in more distant areas to water bodies and watercourses in the year 2000, given the area occupied by artificial surfaces in 1990. The R 2 between the conditional probabilities of 1990/2012 is also high, with some variables with lower R 2 compared to 1990/2000, such as the Insulation and TWI, but the DWBW highlights with a higher R 2 , indicating the greater probability of artificialization in the vicinity of water bodies. For calculating the information value, the a priori probability (probability to find artificial surfaces) should be also calculated, which is 0.012. This value results from the division of the total area of artificial surfaces by the total area of each independent variable.
The relationship (coefficient of determination-R 2 ) between the conditional probabilities obtained from information of artificial surfaces of 1990/2000 is high for most independent variables (Figure 4) , with the exception of DWBW, where it was observed a significant increase of artificial surfaces in more distant areas to water bodies and watercourses in the year 2000, given the area occupied by artificial surfaces in 1990. The R 2 between the conditional probabilities of 1990/2012 is also high, with some variables with lower R 2 compared to 1990/2000, such as the Insulation and TWI, but the DWBW highlights with a higher R 2 , indicating the greater probability of artificialization in the vicinity of water bodies. 
Spatial Variation of the Probability of Artificialization Surfaces in the Zêzere Watershed
The artificialization surface probability is higher in the downstream sector of the watershed, as shown by the maps resulting from application of statistical methods described above ( Figure 5 ). The success curve characterizes the quality of a forecast system by describing the system's ability to correctly anticipate the development or non-development of a predefined event [56, 57] . In this case, the predefined event is the artificialization of the surfaces in the Zêzere watershed, and the probability of artificialization obtained was validated with the artificial surfaces that have emerged up to 2012. During the validation of results it was found that both models have similar robustness for the determination of artificial surfaces probabilities, as noted through with success rate curves ( Figure  6 ). With around 35% of total area of the watershed classified in descending order of probability of artificialization, about 80% of the artificial surfaces of 2012 are validated, and with about 50% validated, 90% of the total artificialized area ( Figure 6 ). However, modeling using a fuzzy gamma operator presented slightly better results, with AUC of 79.4%, compared to the AUC of 79.1% obtained by the information value. The map with the results of information value shows the sectors upstream and downstream of the watershed, especially this last one, with a high probability of artificialization surface.
The map with the results of the fuzzy gamma operator shows the highest probability in the vicinity of the main water lines in the southwest of the Nabão River, but also shows that the central areas in the upstream sector have some probability of artificialization surface.
The success curve characterizes the quality of a forecast system by describing the system's ability to correctly anticipate the development or non-development of a predefined event [56, 57] . In this case, the predefined event is the artificialization of the surfaces in the Zêzere watershed, and the probability of artificialization obtained was validated with the artificial surfaces that have emerged up to 2012. During the validation of results it was found that both models have similar robustness for the determination of artificial surfaces probabilities, as noted through with success rate curves ( Figure 6 ). With around 35% of total area of the watershed classified in descending order of probability of artificialization, about 80% of the artificial surfaces of 2012 are validated, and with about 50% validated, 90% of the total artificialized area ( Figure 6 ). However, modeling using a fuzzy gamma operator presented slightly better results, with AUC of 79.4%, compared to the AUC of 79.1% obtained by the information value.
the determination of artificial surfaces probabilities, as noted through with success rate curves ( Figure  6 
Artificialization Surfaces by the Sectors of the Zêzere Watershed and the Relevance of the Environmental Predisposing Factors to Artificialization Process
The surface artificialization probability is highly variable, spatially, depending on the conditions existing in the territory. The statistical results presented in Table 3 demonstrate high variability of artificialization probability between the sectors defined in the watershed, showing areas A and B with the minimum values, and sector C with maximum probability of artificialization. Table 3 . Statistical description of information value (IV) and fuzzy gamma (FG) by sectors (S) of the Zêzere watershed (significance level p < 0.05). In order to assess the artificialization probability it is also important to know which environmental predisposition factors are the most important. Thus, the accountability and reliability index for each sector of the Zêzere watershed were determined, where the three most relevant predisposition factors in the analysis are highlighted because they contain artificial surfaces in the year 1990 (bold values in Table 4 ).
Description
IV FG S (A) S (B) S (C) S (A) S (B) S (C)
The slope turned out to be a very important factor for the artificialization in the three sectors, mainly because of the high area of artificial surfaces in the smaller slope classes. Hillshade is also an important predisposing factor, particularly in sectors B and C. Once sector A includes areas of higher altitude and with a more rugged relief, the humidity and the insolation are the most important factors for the artificialization in this sector; however, the average density of artificial surfaces in each precipitation class is also important considering the set of predisposition factors.
In sector B the temperature has an important influence on surface artificialization, but an analysis of the medium density of artificial surfaces for each independent variable in this sector shows the importance of the type of soils, in particular the Calcic luvisols, where the main drinking water reserves are located.
The C sector soil is also important, considering the high artificialization that occurred in certain classes, but the insolation is an important factor in the analysis of the average density of artificial surfaces by class. Table 4 . Accountability (A I ) and reliability (R I ) indexes by sectors (S) of the Zêzere watershed. 
Variables S (A) S (B) S (C)
A
Discussion
The probability of surface artificialization obtained by the information value and fuzzy gamma methods have many similarities in the study area.
These results indicate a good performance of these methods in modeling surface artificialization probabilities, i.e., the artificial surfaces used for modeling (1990) made it possible to differentiate the territory with different probability of artificialization, confirming that a part of these surfaces with a high probability the artificialization occurred (a fact confirmed by overlapping them with the artificial surfaces of 2012). However, it was also found that the new artificial surfaces are located mostly in the periphery of the existing ones, in particular of larger artificial surfaces, which justifies the good performance of the models, i.e., if the expansion occurred mainly from the larger urban centers, it is also more likely that the expansion areas exhibit the same characteristics as the areas of the original urban centers.
The robustness of the methods used has been tested in different studies for determining the susceptibility or probability of occurrence of natural phenomena (e.g., landslides, forest fires, etc.), where the best results have been achieved by the information value model [42] ; however, in this research the fuzzy gamma model presented the best performance (Figure 6 ), although by a marginal difference in relation to the results of the information value model.
The two maps ( Figure 5 ) show that the central sector (B) of the watershed is where there is less probability of artificialization (soils occupied mostly by forest, scrub, and herbaceous vegetation). The natural conditions of this sector are less favorable to human occupation, in particular due to the slope (>25%). This conjugation of less favorable factors to surface artificialization has been referred in some other studies, e.g., Druga and Faltan [58] .
The spatial distribution of artificial surfaces in the Zêzere watershed is very uneven throughout the territory and its location is conditioned mostly by the same morphology, this factor being the most important on the distribution of artificial surfaces [58] .
The change in the area of artificial surfaces in the Zêzere watershed was evaluated at different times (1990, 2000, 2006, and 2012) , which identified the consequences of an increase in the quality of surface water [17, 59] . Taking into account the importance of this natural resource and the interference of artificial surfaces in its quality, it is essential to know which areas are those with the greatest artificialization probability in order to avoid new construction, especially in the vicinity of water bodies. These areas are currently experiencing an increase in demand due to the scenic context and watersports, among others [17] .
However, in this research it was not proved that the distance to water bodies and watercourses is an important variable in determining the probability of artificial surfaces, because urbanization is still in the process of development in the vicinity of water bodies and infrastructure currently located in these areas is scattered. Additionally, the spatial resolution that characterizes CLC cartography (25 ha) induces limitations to this analysis that require further work. This fact demonstrates the importance of knowledge about the properties of the available GI datasets, and their influence in the results presented in this research that have to be taken into account.
The urban development is also influenced by the location of the main housing clusters [5] , which also influence the surface artificialization process, particularly on the periphery of these clusters, where there have been some cases of new housing and infrastructure construction (e.g., roads, railways, industrial complexes, and support equipment, etc.) [3, 6] . As a result of this research we highlight the areas with the greatest probability of artificialization (e.g., the SW of sector C), taking into account that under the same environmental conditions which created artificial surfaces in the past, these areas might be artificialized in the future, based on the concept of uniformitarianism implicit in the methodologies used [42, 60, 61] . Since human intervention was not included in the modeling procedures, and is one of the main agents of LUCC [17, 59] , some discussion here is justifiable. On the one hand, the application of these variables is impossible, as there are not enough data to demonstrate certain conditions in the past to the watershed under study (e.g., socio-economic power and conditions of the families, infrastructure, or urbanization index, search for housing, or construction of certain infrastructures). On the other hand, there is a very high uncertainty about these human conditions for large periods (next decades), so this approach can only be carried out assuming different kinds of scenarios for the future.
The influence of these man-made factors in the artificialization surface, namely the urbanization in the proximity of road networks, can form the basis of the explanation of the results that are not explained by the models used in this research. However, the option to use only environmental data is due to the fact that the variables used do not present large variations in relatively short periods, such as those considered in this investigation. However, it is acknowledged that this information resulting from anthropic actions is important for determining the areas that will, in the future, become artificial surfaces, but this factor depends only on human actions, such as building new roads or other infrastructure essential to the location of people and goods. Thus, these anthropic actions are encompassed in the process of artificialization and the resulting data are considered artificial surfaces in CLC data.
Conclusions
Surfaces artificialization in the Zêzere watershed is more likely to occur in the downstream sector (sub-basin of Nabão River), and this is the place with the highest density of artificial surfaces at present.
The determination of the areas with highest probability of artificialization in the Zêzere watershed, using only environmental data, showed good results, a fact confirmed in the validation (through the curves of success) of the results obtained by the methods of information value and fuzzy gamma.
By comparing the artificialization probability of the sectors delimited in this watershed, it was observed that there is similarity between the results of the two methods obtained for the whole area of the watershed. However, the results differ among sectors, with the highest probability of artificialization in sector C. This spatial differentiation is essential for decision-making in land use planning; in particular, for determining the possible interferences resulting from artificialization in the vicinity of important water bodies to the public water supply. Once there are favorable environmental conditions for this process to occur in these areas, these surfaces present some probability of artificialization. Yet, in this context, it was noted that there are conditions for the increase of the artificialization in the upstream area of the watershed, but the development of this process at this location can be negative in the maintenance of downstream water bodies (water stress). This process leads to important impacts on water quality, mainly due to urban growth in a disorderly manner, and characterized by deficient sewage network systems in the vicinity of the reservoirs.
The spatial differentiation of the artificialization probability will allow better decisions (preventive or reactive) in the territory. In our case it is a watershed with major water bodies in Continental Portugal, and better decisions will contribute to minimize possible consequences resulting from transitions of other types of LUC to artificial surfaces. However, this assessment must include other factors, such as socio-economic conditions [62] , restrictions, or obligations set out in territorial and sectorial management plans and programs, along with the chosen strategy to monitor legal framework implementation.
